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About This Game

CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a supernatural mystery visual novel which is fully voiced in Japanese.
You don't need to play CAFE 0 ~The Drowned Mermaid~ to understand the story.

The MCs from both games visit the same cafe, but, aside from that, the stories are different.
Seycara Orchestra is in charge of the beautiful orchestral soundtrack.

STORY

The Present
The story starts in a village with an atmosphere akin to Europe in the 19th century.

There is a big noble villa there where Corliss Green is working.

One day she wakes up and finds herself in front of a weird café.
Noir, the waiter, tells her that she has already died, but failed to go to the heaven and, as a lost spirit, she ended up at the

entrance to Café 0.

He later gave Corliss a chance to return to a week before she died.

But does she really need to go to the heaven?
And what is the truth behind her untimely death?

The Past
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Sophie Evans works as a midwife.
She is a cheerful woman and everybody likes her.

What is her relation to the missing incident 15 years ago?

CAST

Corliss - Ayano

Nathan - Mayuki Sawae
Ethan - Tarou Yamada

Barclay - Nyoibou
Noir - Shinya

Sophie - Aonoi
Ed - Kyou Tsukikage

Eva/Emma - Remi Tamaki
MOB - Aonoi, Ayano, Kon, Kouto Saionji, Shiwasun, Komugi Tachibana, Hiko Morikawa, Nyoibou

THEME SONG

"Replay?"

Music: Souichi Sakagami（Trial & Error)
Lyrics: kikyow
Vocal: ming-zi

GUIDE

Simply choose the choice which shows heart in the same color on day 2 and 3 to get into the character's specific route. True
route will be available later after all character's routes finished.

ORIGINAL BGM

11 original orchestral soundtrack from Seycara Orchestra.
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Publisher:
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Mods.

That is the only reason this game is as popular as it is. The base content is crap. The only decent stuff is the NSCR 2006 and
FISI 2006. But you go on rFactor Central, NoGripRacing or DrivingItalia and you will find more than enough mods to fill your
hearts content. The simulation is great, AI is pretty good too. If you like GTR2, Race 07 or GT Legends, then this is the game
for you!. Energy pellets now give me nightmares.

But seriously, for a one-man job this mod is very well made, still feels like Aperture but with diabolically difficult puzzles.. This
is a really good game, It tells a story about the choices you pick

Their is alot of problems though,

1) The curser goes faster than the screen itself, if this was fixed then it would be so much easyer

2) the texures should be changed / revamped, i expected something good to come out of a 1 - 2 $ game

3) Way to short, the end story didnt clear somethings up. like why where we where hallucinating

But apart from that, a good (but confusing) story. i would say no to "recomend this game" but i said yes because i think this
game can go far. Great soundtrack, fun gameplay. If you want a break from the pew-pew of gaming life; grab your rod and
loosen up your wrist cause this game's for you.
Sit on your own private lake surrounded by nature and try to murder its inhabitants one at a time by wiggling your worm in just
the right way. The endeavour can be greatly enhanced by playing your own death-metal music or serial killer audiobook through
the onboard stereo system. As your prey becomes bigger, howl in frustrated rage and swear revenge on the thieves of your
favourite lures. Bask in the glory of your biggest victims to-date as you stuff their limp bodies into an icy box.
Just an average day on the water really!
Great game, good replayability, it's as stressful or relaxing as you make it. Tie the experience in with listening to something that
interests you or for those with ADHD OVRdrop a video window in for even more stimulation.

Tight lines.. Really promising but ultimately dissatisfying.
The mechanics are fun (minesweeper + Dungelot). However, there is no goal. There is no progression, no unlocks, and no end.
You just keep going until you die. You eventually find some rotting testicles (yep .. ) and "bring them deeper" -- they levitate
down to the next floor. And that's it.
It's too bad because the game is pretty, interesting from a mechanical standpoint, and definitely could fit into this niche genre.
But I have to pass.

Also, there are lots of spelling and grammar errors. The dev has said they intend to work on correcting them over time.
Finally, here is a game that really COULD have benefited from some community feedback through early access.. Completed in
9 hours; little replay value.
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Would be a recommend if there was nudity, or more content.. This game puts me in a good mood. The art is wonderfully cute,
the music is chipper and the story itself has a fun feeling to it.

New Game + is very cool too - the new scenes add more to the characters and keep it entertaining. I like how the dialog is also
different enough to stay interesting.

Well priced, fun little game :). Dull, floaty combat.. Developer removes\/bans all kind of community content without reason.
The developer also falsely accuses users of "insulting". Behaviour like this is definitely unacceptable.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/seph_au\/recommended\/377290\/

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/starshiptrooper\/recommended\/377290\/
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This game was made by Isis. The proof is that they both ♥♥♥♥ing suck.. I really enjoyed this game and its reworking of the
classic survival horror genre. Visuals suit the tone of the game and I look forward to the next episodes. Please don't take too
long.. https://youtu.be/6E5Mm_8z-vY

The tongue-in-cheek superhero story setup pushes to hard without earning the player's interest, while the gameplay is simple
Shoot-em-up scrolling with limited actions resulting in too similar levels.. Hi all,

I`m working for Architectural design and visualization stuff. I prepared i lot of stuff (from 3ds max) for google cardboard and
Htc Vive, Stereoscopic shots working so great sofware totally work, smooth and pure. I hope in future we will able to use for
cubic renders too ! (cubic renders much much more accurite rather than stereoscopic renders in my oppinion)

And also very nice opportunity for creating own google 360° photo archive, im gonna try..

Cheers. This game is great to all that loved the gameplay from banjo, nuts and bolts simple and fun cant wait for mp. Great Free
to Play game! i liked!
9/10. its meh . i mean you can do allot with the concept .. but as is . its boring and to short
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